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Responses to Various Levels of Conflict for  
Families, Teams, Organizations and Congregations 

By W. Craig Gilliam 
 

You may not control all the events that happen to you, but you can decide not to be reduced by them.  
 ~~Maya Angelou 
 
Conflict and disruptions are neither good nor bad, but simply a part of life in workplaces, social spaces, 
congregations, and families. When people are together, honest, and engaged with one another and their 
interests and passions, they have disagreements. The positive or negative impact of these disagreements 
is determined by the response to the disagreements and to one another, not by the conflict itself. 
  
If we listen to a conflict or disruption calmly and non-anxiously, we may detect a message. The message is 
that something is not working for someone in the relationship, on the team or staff, or in the 
organization. This does not mean that the message that a person or group gives is necessarily accurate, 
nor does it mean that they have employed the best form of communication. However, the message does 
convey what the individual or group perceives, shaped by the narrative they tell themselves and others. 
In conflict work, perception of the conflict is part of the conflict. Thus, for the parties involved or for the 
entire organization, conflict presents an opportunity to listen, learn, and make necessary adjustments. 
These adjustments may address the system, policies and protocol, or relationships between individuals 
engaged in the system.  
 
This essay offers descriptions of different responses to varying levels of interpersonal and systemic 
conflict, designed to help minimize harm and maximize opportunities for positive outcomes. The four 
responses presented in this article are: 1) conflict management, 2) conflict resolution, 3) conflict 
transformation, and 4) reconciliation.  
 
 Conflict Management 
Generally speaking, many approaches to conflict can be 
characterized either as conflict management or conflict resolution. 
Both of these responses achieve surface-level change. Politics is one 
example of conflict management. On this level, the currents of 
conflict are a given. The parties simply try to flow within the 
confines of these currents in a way that contains the situation and 
prevents the homeostasis from becoming too disruptive. A conflict 
facilitator or leader attempting to help parties in a conflict 
management situation essentially (metaphorically) steps between the parties and attempts to stop the 
conflict from spiraling out of control. The drawback to this response is that only the symptoms are 
addressed, not the underlying issues causing the conflict. 
 
An example of conflict management: Imagine your two children are fighting. They are persistently at one 
another’s throats and the anger is growing more intense. An issue-driven conflict is transforming into an 
emotional and personal problem. In the chaos of the swirling emotions and noise, you cannot think 
clearly about how to resolve it. You need more time, so you send both children to their rooms separately 
to give yourself and others time to think about ways to move forward. You have managed the conflict by 
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separating the two until some deeper solutions or options have been explored and implemented. Then, 
you might speak to your spouse to find out what happened from her or his perspective and develop a 
map illustrating how to move forward. This is conflict management.  
 
The primary aim of conflict management is to stop the parties from doing each other harm, and thus 
disrupting the relational system. Leaders, whether parents in a family, the leader or manager of a team or 
organization, or the pastor in a congregation, are responsible for helping people accomplish their goals 
and preventing them from doing one another harm. Managers and leaders get a bad reputation when 
they mistake conflict management for a deeper form of resolution, transformation or reconciliation; thus, 
they stop at management as if that is all that is needed. When more is required to reach the desired 
outcome and change performance, they actually seek resolution. 
 
Conflict management is a necessary type of intervention, but the context and the relationship between 
the parties involved determine whether conflict management is sufficient. The flaw in our logic is that 
sometimes we know we need to go deeper, but, because of time restrictions, we get sidetracked and 
begin to tell ourselves that conflict management is enough, even though we know on a deeper level that 
it is not enough. 
 
Conflict Resolution 
In conflict resolution situations, an organizational leader or pastor addresses the positions, interests and 

behaviors of parties in ways that help them find solutions to 
challenges they face. A negotiation in a legal setting could be an 
example of this process. It can be an effective and necessary 
approach when the conflict is finite and narrowly defined and/or 
when the parties will not have a significant and ongoing 
relationship after a resolution is reached.  
 
An example of conflict resolution: I used to argue that there is no 
such thing as conflict resolution. As I have worked with conflict 
over the years, my opinion has changed; I have come to believe 
that, for certain types of conflicts, there are resolutions. For 

example, in the case of the family metaphor, after sending the children to their rooms to cool off and give 
the parents time to think about solutions, they call the children to the kitchen table. After the children are 
seated, they ask, “From what we hear, the issue at hand is whose turn it is to take the trash out to the 
curb. Both of you say it is the other’s turn, right?” They agree begrudgingly. “Well, your mom and I want 
to know how we can all resolve this issue, so that it will not happen again.  How can we develop a way to 
remember whose turn it is?” 
 
Together they come up with the option of posting a schedule on the refrigerator door. “After one of you 
takes out the trash, he or she initials the calendar on the refrigerator door next to the date. You check it 
each morning. Will that work?” They both agree, and a resolution has been reached until the next conflict 
arises. 
 
Sometimes organizational or congregational conflict requires simple resolutions, such as the solution 
identified in the family context. But often, the real issues are deeper and more pervasive. The conflict 
might be strictly technical, and, when addressed, it may dissipate. An action may address the technical 
challenge, but the deeper issues involved are often personal, emotional, and systemic. Therefore, 
stopping at resolution without proceeding to the next level is like putting a Band-Aid on a deep wound. It 
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might help temporarily, but it will not last. Often, it feels good for a short period of time, but the conflict 
returns in the future, with a different face but the same core issues(s), and often with more intensity and 
complexity. 
 
Conflict Transformation 
A conflict transformation response attempts to have a 
deeper impact by getting at the DNA of the parties or 
systems in play. Conflict transformation is more 
difficult, more intense, and takes more time than 
conflict resolution. A metaphor that illustrates the 
difference between the first two responses and 
transformation, or between first-level and second-
level change, is as follows: conflict management and 
resolution are similar to moving the chess players 
around on top of a board. Conflict transformation is a 
second-level response that involves the DNA of the organization or congregation, the rules of the game, 
and possibly even the hearts of the players, the way they see each other, and therefore the way they 
treat each other. Second-level change is achieved by changing the culture of an organization, team, or 
congregation. It grapples with something more complex than the flow chart or the technical solutions 
that address the problem. The aim of conflict transformation is to effect deep, sustainable change.  
 
In situations in which conflict resolution involves ongoing relationships or in which the underlying triggers 
are unresolved, the conflict management and conflict resolution approaches described above are 
insufficient. What is needed is a map or intervention that invites the parties to explore the issues 
identified and establish lasting solutions that not only resolve the conflict at hand, but also lay a 
foundation for cooperating in meaningful, sustainable ways. We call this process of generating deep, 
sustainable change “conflict transformation.” 
 
The transformational work we do with organizations and congregations begins with a circle—if not 
literally, at least in terms of our way of inviting people to coexist. This means creating the space necessary 
for honest, safe conversation that respects and honors differences and similarities. “The people are not 
the problem; the problem is the problem” is an adage we use in the field of conflict transformation. An 
important goal of a transformation response is for the system and the parties to learn, grow, and even be 
transformed by the experience. 
 
A metaphor for transformation: I am working in the garden. Weeds surround the plants I hope to 
conserve. The difference between conflict management and transformation is that, in a management 
response, to “get rid of the weeds,” I simply mow or weed-whack them, but the root system and soil out 
of which the weeds grow is left untouched, allowing them to return. They are still alive underground. In 
the case of a transformation response, I go to the trouble of pulling out the weeds and their supporting 
root systems.  
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Reconciliation 
The deepest level of conflict work is reconciliation. The story of Jacob and Esau in Genesis is one example 
of this type response to conflict. Reconciliation is what Matthew 18:15-181 and Matthew 5:232 suggests, 
not just management or resolution, but a process that generates and sustains the space, conversations, 
and accountability necessary for reconciliation to happen between and among parities, if the parties 
desire it.  
 

Reconciliation transforms people and their 
relationships, as well as the systems in which 
they live. It involves transforming fear into 
trust; scarcity into abundance; and a focus on 
weaknesses, failures, and disconnects into a 
focus on strengths, connections, 
commonalities, and successes. It is rooted in 
restoration, connection, understanding, 
growth, and excellence in life. John Paul 
Lederach, retired professional peacebuilder and 

professor, writes, “The primary task of those working for reconciliation is to help create the dynamic 
social space where Truth, Mercy, Justice, and Peace can truly meet and thrash things out” (p. 60, The 
Journey Toward Reconciliation, 1999).  
 
Reconciliation is a journey we take, a destination we seek, and an experience we have; it is not a simple 
one-time act. It is like the story of Esau (Genesis 25-33). It begins with a harmful act, and Jacob and Esau 
move away from each other. After some time and much pain, they reconnect, but not without a limp and 
some lasting marks they continue to carry. The work of reconciliation is a heroine or hero’s journey and 
requires patience, stamina, commitment, and courage. The process is difficult and frightening, as it was 
for Jacob, who wrestled with his decision in the night because it involved facing himself, his deepest fears, 
and even what he called “God.” 
 
  
 

                                                        
1 Matthew states, “If another member of the church sins against you, go and point out the fault when the two 
of you are alone. If the member listens to you, you have regained that one. But if you are not listened to, take 
one or two others along with you, so that every word may be confirmed by the evidence of two or three 
witnesses. If the membered refuses to listen to them, tell it to the church; and if the offender refuse to listen 
even o the church, let such a one be to you as a Gentile and a tax collector” (18:15-181).  
2 Matthew advises, “So when you are offering your gift at the altar, if you remember that your brother or sister 
has something against you, leave your gift there before the altar and go; first be reconciled to your brother or 
sister and then come and offer your gift” (5:232). 
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Reconciliation, especially on an individual or interpersonal level, 
involves: 1) telling the narrative truthfully, owning responsibility; 
2) forgiveness and letting go; 3) some form of restitution 
between or among the parties or groups, and 4) a conversation 
regarding sustainability: how do you put relational or systemic 
components in place, so that the journey of reconciliation 
continues? The extent of the harm done to the individuals 
involved, as well as other factors, can determine the amount of 
time, rhythm, and pace required to process the harm and move 
toward reconciliation. 
 
As argued by Dr. Edith Eger, a clinical psychologist, professor at the University of California, San Diego, 
and Holocaust survivor, “no one heals in a straight line” (The Choice: Embrace the Possible, p. 157). 
Furthermore, the story of Jacob and Esau teaches us that the journey of recovery and the process of 
relinquishing guilt or shame are life-long. To be truthful, we might not ever completely free ourselves 
from these emotions, but we learn to live with them and relate to them differently. Dr. Eger comments, 
“Our painful experiences aren't a liability—they're a gift. They give us perspective and meaning, an 
opportunity to find our unique purpose and our strength” (The Choice: Embrace the Possible, p. 237). The 
worst tragedy is “to have the experience but miss the meaning” (T.S. Eliot, Four Quartets, p. 39, v. 93).  
 
Once the new relational or organizational homeostasis is established, how do the parties to the conflict or 
the organization make the change sustainable, so as not to regress back to old ways of seeing and 
treating one another? John Galtung, a leading Norwegian peace scholar, introduces the idea of structural 
violence. He argues that behind every incident of direct violence, both physical and emotional, you will 

find certain social structures that support or justify the violence. He 
calls this structural violence. In the early 1990’s, Galtung began to 
write about an even deeper form of violence that he referred to as 
cultural violence. He defined cultural violence as anything in our 
culture—art, music, religion, symbols, and so on—that makes direct 
or structural violence feel right or that legitimizes the use of violence 
against other human beings by dehumanizing them (I-It). Galtung 
argues that, to sustain reconciliation and peace, one has to examine 
violence on a cultural level.  
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To achieve lasting transformation, reconciliation, and systemic change 
in congregations and other organizations, all three of these facets must 
be taken into consideration. I have changed Galtung’s terminology 
slightly to suit our context. “Direct violence” is referred to as 
“destructive, direct behavior” (both physical and emotional), and the 
terms “structural violence” and “cultural violence” remain the same. By 
“culture," I mean the way in which we view ourselves, others, and God, 
which informs how we treat ourselves and others (I-Thou). This is 
rooted in our internal narratives about ourselves, others, the world, 
and God. Our ways of sustaining reconciliation are to take into account 
all three. To sustain conflict transformation and reconciliation, all three 
components must be addressed, and they must be a regular part of intrapersonal, interpersonal, 
community, congregational, and work conversations.   
 
Ultimately, the effectiveness of any help offered by leaders and facilitators, regardless of the individuals, 
businesses, or congregations involved, will depend on the leader or facilitator’s life philosophy and the 
people with whom she or he works.  Life philosophy is more than just a strategy. Changing the culture of 
the business, organization, or congregation is key. As business guru Peter Drucker writes, “Culture eats 
strategy for breakfast.” Strategy is important, but culture is the air in which we live and breathe. 
Researcher and popular author Brené Brown cite organizational pioneers Terrance Deal and Allan 
Kennedy, remarking, “Culture is the way we do things around here” (Daring Greatly, p. 174). To the 
extent to which we can see the people in our lives whom we are trying to help as equals of worth and 
value, made in the image of God, we can enjoy an alternative, generative way of seeing, being, treating 
others and ourselves, and loving God. We begin to generate a new culture that makes transformation and 
reconciliation possible.  
 
Below are some helpful reminders for working with people and organizations that are stuck or in conflict. 

• Work with a focus on abundance and strengths, not on scarcity and weakness. People don’t need 
to be fixed or saved; they want to be heard and valued; 

• Help individuals identify, value and use his or her personal strengths and passions that are 
consistent with the organization’s values and identity; 

• Listen with curiosity and compassion. Speak less and listen more;  
• Ask open, honest questions that grow out of curiosity, compassion, and a desire to understand; 
• Bring humor and playfulness (not cutting humor) into situations that are fraught with anxiety, 

tension, and conflict. This can lighten the mood and lead to a deeper connection; 
• Carefully consider who should be included in the conversation or at the table to move things 

forward; 
• Participants are only as calm and non-anxious as their leader(s). When people are calm, they are 

less reactive and think of smarter responses. So, as a leader or facilitator, work on regulating your 
own anxiety, reactivity, and way of being;  
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•  The answers or next steps that people seek are already present among them; thus, the challenge 
is to create a social space and process that enables these solutions to emerge in a manner that 
does not “take the roof off of the place”;  

• The work of responding to a conflict can only go as deep as the participants are willing and the 
system allows. People cannot be forced, coerced, or manipulated into a place of change, genuine 
transformation, or reconciliation;  

• In the field of conflict transformation, the work is more an art than a science. Of course, there are 
some principles, values, skill sets, knowledge, experiences, and practices that aid the process. 
However, at its deepest level, it is an art more than a science, and an experience more than a 
one-time event; 

• There is no cookie-cutter approach. Every situation is different, as is each person. One has to 
listen carefully to the nuances of each situation and its context; 

• Working with conflict is always painful and messy, but it is a given in any family, team, 
organization, or congregation.  
 

My experience has taught me that the best way to assist individuals, groups, or organizations grappling 
with conflict is to walk alongside them. Avoid the position of the expert, savior, or fix-it-person. They are 
not problems to be solved, but mysteries to be embraced.  
 
As Al Winseman, a Gallup consultant and friend, reminded me, when working with individuals, teams, 
organizations, and congregations, “Don’t try to put in what was left out. Instead, try to draw out what God 
put in. That is a lifetime’s worth of work.” 
 
One of the most important questions that serves as a compass in the workplace, congregation, or 
community is, “how do we bring out our best selves and invite those around us to do the same?  
 
Conflict and its associated disruptions are not good or bad; their impact is determined by how we 
respond to, learn from, and grow through the experience. The blue fires of conflict help us to become 
who we are and realize our inner potential. 
 

Whether you agree or disagree, you are invited to join the conversation! 
 

Reach out to those you fear. 
Touch the heart of complexity. 
Imagine beyond what is seen. 

Risk vulnerability. 
~~John Paul Lederach 


